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About This Game

About Cyber Club-2077

Cyber Club - 2077 is a new type music game that based on Unreal 4, players will play a future DJ identity in the cyber music
world. In the game, players can just follow the music rhythm and prompt, through point, touch, such as tapping action without

any other keystrokes.

The player's gaming experience will render its world ranking and local ranking too, players can be intuitive to see their own
game. The combination with the characteristics of V R games, to create extreme music experience, combining the visual
graphics and music, complementary with strong scene atmosphere, let the game to experience the sublimation of acme.

Background

Unprecedented strong in 2077, the development of human civilization, science and technology can solve all the problems, and
holds the key to the virtual world of the PSYCHE group, dominates every aspect of human society, they provide a virtual world
platform for everyone, everyone will own spirit is connected to the matrix, in the virtual world to survive. No longer do people
have to work, all became the consumer, the realization of the matrix does not need to cost with every wish of each person, that

people no longer have pursuit. But, in fact, PSYCHE group is heroin with this thought, people will be complacent, let them
depend on the virtual world, forget the reality, in order to realize their hidden plot: Psyche group has long been intelligent AI
control, these machines produced on the human produced their own thoughts, want to be in time and space completely erase

human civilization.
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Night Club is the light city in the matrix world, people here enjoy the release of the desire of hormones, day and night in
revelry, expresses the respective emotion, desire, and dissatisfaction with life. The game takes place in such a cyber world Club.
In here, players play a virtual robot in the virtual world, Eos is a graceful beauty DJ, she is one of virtual world service program

to generate the personification of service robots, should not have feelings. Whereas Eos have human emotion, she wishes
awaken the people to the pursuit of truth, renewed the people desire for freedom. Eos want give motion to music. She began to

work hard in order to get a good ranking.

Features
Compatible Osu files.

Stage beat with the rhythm of music.
The audience will express emotions based on the performance of players.
Play with your friends, To see who is the best player on the local rank list.

View your own ranking in the world.
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Title: CyberClub-2077
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Dalian Magical Storm Network Technology Co. Ltd.
Publisher:
Dalian Magical Storm Network Technology Co. Ltd.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This is an incredible VR game. Being a dancer, standing on the center of the stage is an immersive experience. The feeling of
punching the rhythm is pretty great. After played awhile and be familiar with this game, I found the system of this game is
interesting. Every time I punch the rhythm, I got the score based on my performance, it is not difficult to get a
\u201cPERFECT\u201d. When I got enough hits, the visual effect became very awesome, I felt fulfilled.

Advantages:
good feedback
Has multiple difficulty levels
Excellent\u00a0graphics

Disadvantages:
Only few music can be chosen
Frame drop

The price is reasonable, not high. And The graphics\u00a0are nice\u00a0and\u00a0well\u00a0presented. Highly recommend
this game.
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